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MESSAGE FROM
HEADTEACHER
This week's message from Mrs
Carroll is a letter that has been
attached with this newsletter.
Please refer back to the email and
find it attached.
Many thanks and have a lovely
weekend!
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A lovely message from Year 4

HEAD TEACHERS AWARD
Kindergarten - Khloe K for super
phonics and learning how to blend cvc
words.
Reception - Tejumade L for trying very
hard with her online learning tasks,
listening carefully and for a ‘have a go’
attitude. Good girl!
Jade A for growing in confidence during
live lessons and well-being sessions and
for working independently on lots of her
maths and writing tasks. Great effort
Jade, keep it up.
Year 1 - Samuel S for working
incredibly hard, especially with his
English and Phonics tasks, and for
sharing his ideas so confidently during
our live teaching sessions.
Year 2 - Kayhan S for working
incredibly hard during online learning.
Kayhan has continued to demonstrate his
ability to listen, focus and follow
instructions. This enables him to
complete his work to a high standard and
he should be very proud!

PICTURE OF BOOKS
HERE
STUDENT

ACHIEVEMENTS

Year 3 - Deniz G for consistently
demonstrating excellent manners and
displaying great appreciation for the
online learning he has been provided
with. Deniz always shows fantastic
enthusiasm for the learning and it is a
pleasure to teach him.
Year 4 - Halimah P for drawing a
fantastic replicate of a portrait from
Hans Holbein. I can't wait to see the
finished piece!
Year 5 - Daniel A and Alifia M for
Music. Mrs Wiltshire has chosen Daniel
because he completed all 3 music
assignments with creativity and
enthusiasm and Alifia because she
handed in 3 fantastic videos - she
presented them so professionally too!

weekend
fun

Year 6 - Harry M for his descriptive and
imaginative flashback event.

Even on lock down, we know our children are
still making waves whilst at home proving just
how amazing they are. If you have a special
moment you would like to share with the rest of
the Oakfields family please feel free to send it to
Office@oakfieldsschool.co.uk

Phoebe came first in her swimming club
championship gala on Friday 13th
March, swimming 33 metres breaststroke
in 35.16 seconds. Well done Phoebe!

MFL ONLINE
LEARNING
BY MRS CAMPBELL
I would like to express my thanks to all my
MFL groups for being so positive and
adaptable with their first online lessons which
were on the 24th and 27th of April. I am also
grateful for the support and understanding
parents gave to their children and myself with
these lessons. Here are examples of the effort
and excellent achievement in these tasks by
Year 1 Spanish.

Avy A

Well done everyone! Merci beaucoup/Muchas
Gracias.
Mrs Campbell
MFL Teacher

Eaton A

Arjun M

HIGHLIGHT FROM
YEAR 3
BY MISS GOWING

A big well done to Year 3 for all their hard work and
efforts during the online learning phase. Every one of
you has engaged with your tasks and showed great
enthusiasm for the learning during our live lessons. It
has been a pleasure to teach you so far Year 3 and I
look forward to exploring new topics with you as we
continue our online learning journey together!

HIGHLIGHT FROM
YEAR 6
BY MRS WELLS

In Year 6, we watched a video clip,
‘The Piano’. It is about a man playing a
piano and remembering past events in
his life before returning to the present.
After exploring these ‘flashback’
scenarios, the children then wrote about
another imagined event in his life,
using expanded noun phrases,
descriptive language, a variety of
sentence openers and other writing
features. Some of the events were
amazing, imaginative and brilliantly
described.
Well done, Year 6!

In Art, we were looking at
Comic Books drawn using
digital media. This was
Chloe’s contribution. I think
it is amazing!

Oakfields Weekly Word Search
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Some information for parents

Why do children ask so many questions?
Over the past two weeks we have received some lovely emails from parents thanking the staff, informing us of all that their
child has learnt and sharing some fantastic photos and pieces of work.
There is, however, one comment that seems to appear in emails quite a lot: I cannot complete my work at home as my child
is constantly asking questions.
I want to reassure you that this is perfectly normal. Imagine having 20 of your child, in one class, all with their hands up asking
questions – this is exactly what happens in our classroom in almost every lesson. For many asking questions is not necessarily
about retrieving more knowledge or gaining a deeper understanding of a subject matter but it is for reassurance, to be told that
what they thought is indeed the answer or what is expected of them. In short, it is a comfort blanket.
I have taught many classes at Oakfields and I can guarantee that in every lesson, someone will ask:
Do we have to write the date? (this is always written)
What is the Learning objective? (this is always displayed)
Do we use a ruler for underlining? (the answer is always yes)
What do we have to do again? (Even though they have probably just been told)
As teachers we are very used to hearing them. I can imagine as parents, supporting your child at home for the first time, that it
can feel like the instructions are not clear or that you will never get your work done if all this continues. As the children become
familiar with the home setting for school work, they will become more comfortable so the questions may reduce.
As a staff, we always support the use of questioning to consolidate or challenge however there are times when we may not
answer a question directly. For example, if a child has asked when does maths start and the answer is on the banner, we will
direct them to that. The posts are getting very clogged up, especially in Year 5, with posts that do not link to the learning. Please
encourage your child to ask a question to the teacher if they need support with their learning skill.

Why are some skills repeated?
In addition to the above comment, the other point that has been raised is around repeating objectives: The lesson felt like a
revision lesson, they did not learn anything new.
Those of you that work within education will be familiar with the term: The Spiral curriculum. This means that we constantly
review and build upon objectives.
In class, we will never just teach something once – we are constantly reviewing objectives that have been covered previously to
ensure children convert these skills into their long term memory. As teachers, if we taught children fractions of amounts on
Monday, we know that the majority would have forgotten it by the following, so we constantly revisit.
Being able to apply skills to different areas of the curriculum is quite a tricky skill and one that we need to teach every year and
within different genres. The use of adjectives is very different in narrative (for description) compared to in a non-chronological
report (adjectives for precision). This then in itself is different to how we use them in science.
I hope this helps with some of your frustrations – I can promise that you are not alone. When Oakfields reopens its doors, I am
sure we will be delighted to see the children but we will be dealing with many questions and revisiting many objectives.
Miss Brewster

"Stay home... save lives."

LOOKING AHEAD
All pupils will be taking part in a variety of home activities during their P.E lessons
that other Cognita Schools around the world will also be taking part in. There will be
opening and closing ceremony dances to learn as the torch is passed virtually around
the globe.This is an exciting opportunity for Oakfields Montessori to engage with all
the other Cognita schools around the World. I will post more information on this
event in the next few weeks.
Stay safe
Miss Peacham

A message from Sevenoaks School regarding weekly online admissions presentations:
Dear parents
I would like to draw your attention to the regular live online presentations I will be
holding throughout the term which will give prospective parents the opportunity to
find out more about the school and to ask questions. I will be holding these every
Wednesday at 13:00 (UK time) and parents can join a link which will be published
weekly on our website – https://www.sevenoaksschool.org/onlineadmissions/admissions-presentations/
Arabella Stuart
Director of Admissions
Sevenoaks School
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